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Abstract. The paper contains probabilistic characterization of a mild sample path solution 
of a linear two-point boundary value problem with a random element in the boundary condition. 
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Very recently the mathematical modelling of physical and other systems leads 
to linear evolution equation in Banach spaces but the uncertainties of enviroment 
needs to introduce some randomnesses in 1,he initial or boundary conditions. There 
is rather few papers devoted to study deterministic boundary value problems in 
Banach spaces. Here we can mention following papers: [3], [4], [6], [7], [9]. 
The aim of this paper is a characterization of mild sample path solution of 
a linear two-point boundary value problem in a Banach space when the boundary 
condition contain a random element. 
Let (B, | . |) be a real separable Banach space, and let B* be its dual and B** 
its second dual spaces. Moreover let ([B], || . ||) be the Banach algebra of all 
continuous linear operators from B into itself and let ^ be the cr-algebra of 
Borel sets in B (in the sense of strong topology). 
Without the lost of generality we take J = [0, 1] in the place or arbitrary 
nondegenerate interval of the real line R. 
Let (Q9 3Fy P) be a complete probability space. We say that the mapping 
f . :GxJ->B 
is a continuous B-valued stochastic process if for each / e / it is a random element 
in B and its realizations t *-• it((o) are B-valued functions continuous with 
probability 1. The class of all such processes will be denoted by C(fix/, B). 
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We shall consider following linear boundary value problem 
where {<!;,, te J} e C(QxJ, B) and {<jM re / } is a sample-path derivative (in the 
strong topology) of the process {£r, r e / } . For every teJ ^4(r)e[B] and 
Dom (A(t)) = D is independent of r and dense in B. The operators B, C e [B] 
and *y is a random element in B. 
A stochastic process {<!;,, te J} eC(QxJ, B) is said to be a sample path mild 
solution of the problem (1) if there exists Qx c Q such that 
(a) P(Qt) = 1, 
(/?) £.(co): J -» B is a mild solution of the deterministic boundary-value problem 
{7, jUo>) = Mt)Zt(<o) t(zJ 
i.e. a solution of the integral equation 
(3) . «a>) = &>(«) + Ji4(j)«a»ds 
0 
for every coe Qlt 
Now let $(r, 5) be the evolution operator corresponding to the operator A(f)9 
i.e. a solution of the operator differential equation 
W Us) = /, 
where / is the identity operator. 
Very significant in our consideration will be the operator 
(5) y(0 = *ftO)[/? + C*(l ,0)]-1 , teJ. 
Theorem 1. Assume that 
(i) for each t e J A{t) e [B] is an operator with Dom A(i) = Z> independent of t 
and dense in B, 
(ii) there exists \9 el —, % 11 swcfc rftar r/ie resolvent set Q(A(t)) contains the set S 
of all complex numbers k satisfying condition — # ^ arg A < 3, /or ^ery t e J, 
(iii) /fcere exists a positive constant k, independent of keS and t such that 
||[*/-^(0]-1ll<*/(i + UI). 
(iv) the operator A(t)A~1(s)e\B'] is Holder continuous in t in the uniform 
operator topology for each fixed s e J, i.e. 
\}[A(.t)-A(T)-]A-l(s)\\<c)t-x\'; 
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where c and ju are positive constant (0 < \x < 1) independent ofs, t, and x for 0 < f, 
sy % < 1, 
(v) the operator B + C#(l, 0) is bounded below, 
(vi) random element rj is such that 
(6) Y\ e range (!P(0) 
with probability 1 and independently of t. 
Then the problem (1) has a unique mild path-solution 
(7) £, = no>/ 
Proof. If the assumptions (i) — (iv) are satisfied then by Theorem 3.2.1 in [5] 
the evolution equation 
v = A(t) v, 0 < / ^ 1 
has a unique fundamental solution (evolution operator) #(f, s), moreover if e e B 
then by Lemma 3.5.1 [5] there exists a unique (mild) solution of the abstract 
Cauchy problem 
(v = A(t)v, 
\v(0) = e. 
This solution has a form 
v(i) = <P(t, 0)e. 
Now let a e B. By assumption (v) there exists inverse operator \B + C<P(l, 0)]"1 e 
e[B].If 
e - ^ + c^ao)]-1*, 
then . 
V(t) = 4>(t, 0) [B + C*(l, 0)]"
1 a = !P(/) a 
is a solution of the differential equation 
v = A(i) v9 te J 
and it is quite easy to prove that this solution satisfies the boundary value condition 
B V (0) + C V (1) = a. 
Therefore, under the assumptions (i) — (vi) for arbitrary t]((o)9 coe Q1 = {to : t]{co) e 
e Rang T(t)} the boundary-value problem (2) has a unique solution 
Uco) = #(f, 0) [B + c#(l, 0) ] - 1 ti(a,). 
Hence , * ' • 
•« f (©)= !F (0 i | (a i ) ; 
for fixed / e 7 it is a linear transformation of random element r\ in B into random 
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element £t in B. Therefore {£,, te J\ is a B-valued stochastic process such that 
almost every its realization is a solution of the deterministic problem (2). 
As {<Jr, / e J} is patht- differentiate for / e / , it is a mild path solution of the 
problem (1). 
If [£t, te / ] is another solution of the problem (1) then the B-valued stochastic 
process [(,, te / ] such that 
C i = = { f - ? t . teJ 
is a solution of the boundary-value problem 
[tt = A(t)Ct9 
By assumption (v) this problem has only trivial solution. Hence the processes 
{it> *€ J) a n d {&> te J} are equivalent. , a 
Corollary 1. C/wfer //ie assumptions of Theorem 7, */ the random element rj is 
Gaussian, then the problem (1) has unique Gaussian mild path solution. 
Proof. It is a consequence of the fact that £t is a linear transformation of r\. 
Remark 1. Obviously the assumptions (i) — (iv) may be replaced by any other 
sufficient conditions on the existence of the evolution operator. 
Remark 2. Let the operator A(t) s A e [B]. If there exists a constant p such that 
(8) | | / - / i ( l » + Ce' l) | | < 1, 
then (see [4]) 
(9) 5P(0 = l*e A £l>\ teJf 
where 
(10) 2) = / - p(B + CcA). 
Example, Let A{t) &Ae [B] and let B = /T 1 / , C = /, /i > 0. If || cA \\ < p~l 
(or || eA || < || B ||) then the operator ¥(t) exists and has the form 
?P(0 = eAt £ Mk+1 eM = p e ^ e x p O ^ ) = 
= p exp [y4/ + p. e*\, teJ. 
If II e4 || < / T 1 and A e er(^) (spectrum of the operator 4̂) the (see [2]) A < 
< - In p. On the other hand if A is closed and Re A ^ - In p, th*n the operator 
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Y(t) exists and has the form 
7(t)^iie4y + ii€4y19 teJ. 
Remark 3. Let dim B < oo, i.e. B = R", then the representation of the operator 
W(t) is the matrix 
Q(t)[B + CQ(l)y\ teJ, 
which exists if and only if the matrix B + CQ(l) is nonsingular. It means there 
are no nontrivial solution of the deterministic boundary value problems under 
consideration. Here Q(t) denotes the fundamental matrix conected with the 
matrix A(t). 
It is important for random differential equations to known not only that there 
exists a solution in any given sense, but also to known its probabilistic characteriza-
tion, in particulary its finite dimensional distributions and moments. 
Theorem 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 7, the distribution of the solution 
{<!;,, t € J} of the random boundary value problem (1) has the form 
(11) Pic(S) = P,(D, Z e f , 
where Pn is the distribution of the random element rj and I" is the range of the operator 
[B + C$(l, 0)]"1 $~\t, 0) restricted to the domine I. 
Proof. For arbitrary l e J we have 
PrfZ) = P « , el) = P(<P(t, 0) [B + C*(l, 0)]- 1 if e I) = Pn{r). 
Remark 4. If B is a reflexive Banach space then the assumption (vi) may be 
replaced (see [1]) by the following (vi') Y\ is a weak first order element. 
Remark 5. The same as in Remark 4 is true if Y\ is weak first order and separable 
valued random element in B (i.e. rj(Q) is separable set in B). 
Remark 6. In the finite dimensional case (B = R") from Theorem 2 we obtain 
result which is given in [7] i.e. the distribution of solution is given by 
(12) P&GBlf . . . ,*.) = /•(&!(*!, ...,2?B), . . . ,* . (*! . . . . ^ n ) ) x 
X|det [matrix W/)]"1 | . 
where Bx, ..., Bn are Borel sets in R". 
Now let us remind that the expected value E£ of a random element £: Q -* B 
is defined as a Pettis integral 




i.e. the expected value, if exists, then it is an element of B such that the Lebesgue 
integral 
(14) J <«a>), x*> <LP(a>) = <££, x*> 
for every JC* e B*. 
However the cross-corelation operator 
K& : B* -+ B** 
of random elements £ and t\ with weak second order in B is defined by the equality 
(15) * ^ * ^ * ) = < * * . * i . , . y * > . 
where 
(16) **,„(*•, y*) = £<£, x*> <>/, y*} 
is a bilinear form. 
If the random elements £ and */ are separably-valued then 
(17) ^. ,(y*) = £<i»^*>{, 
(see [1]). 
Theorem 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 7, i/ 
(vii) /ftere exists the expected value Er\ of the random element IJ, then there exists 
the expected value of the solution of the problem (1) and has the form 
(18) m(t) = *(0, /) [B + C<P(\, 0)]"1 tfij, teJ 
and 
(19) | w ( / ) K | | # ( 0 , 0 [ 5 + C * ( l , 0 ) ] - 1 | | £ k l , / e / . 
Proof. First of all let us remark that by assumption (v) the operator B -f 
+ C*(l, 0) has a continuous inverse defined on its range. Moreover \B + 
+ C*(l, 0)]~1 € [B], Hence #(0, t) [5 + C*(l, 0)] "* e B] for every f € / . There-
fore if Erf is expected value of the random element r\ then the random element 
#(0, 0 [B + C$(l, 0)]"11\ is Pettis integrable and 
J € 14+ m(/) = £#(0, 0 [B + C<P(1, 0)] n. 
Hence (18) and (19) hold. 
Theorem 4. (7/wfer the assumptions of Theorem 5, if 
(vii) if w a weak second order random element in B and 
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(ix) the operator ^(i) has its adjoint operator *F*(t) and its second adjoint 
operator W**(t) for every teJ, then the cross-corelation operator of the solution 
of the problem (1) has the form 
(20) KUt = !P**(j) k^*(t\ SfteJ9 
where Kn is the corelation operator of the random element t\. 
Proof. By assumptions (vii) — (ix) the bilinear form 
= E<JI, V*(s) x*> (n, y*(/) y*> = 
= fcw(!P*(j) **, V*(/) y*) - <«F*<*) x*, Kn¥*(t) >>*> = 
= <**, y**(j) JST,!P*(0y*> for every x*, y* e B*. 
Hence 
<**, K^ty*y = <x*, y**(5) *,?*(/) y*> 
and (20) holds. 
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